Abstract -This paper demonstrates how certain concepts from the Phase Gradient Autofocus (PGA) algorithm for automated refocus of spotlight mode SAR imagery may be used to design a similar algorithm that applies to SAR imagery formed in the conventional stripmapping mode. The algorithm derivation begins with the traditional view of stripmap image formation as convolution (compression) using a linear FM chirp sequence. The appropriate analogies and modiflcations to the spotlight mode case are used to describe a working algorithm for stripmap autofocus.
I. REVIEW OF CRITICAL ASPECTS OF PGA FOR SPOTLIGHT MODE SAR
Means for removing phase errors induced in spotlight mode synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery are now well established. The Phase Gradient Autofocus (PGA) algorithm has been shown to be robust over a wide range of spotlight mode imagery and phase error functions [1],[2], [3] . These phase errors could have their origin either in uncompensated platform motion or in certain random propagation delays incurred from atmospheric effects. The PGA technique for spotlight mode imagery, however, cannot be directly applied to imagery formed in the conventional strip-mapping mode. In this paper we show that if some of the fundamental ideas of PGA are modified in an appropriate way, however, the phase errors in strip-map imagery can be effectively estimated and compensated.
The PGA algorithm for spotlight mode imagery (see top diagram of Figure 1 ) involves isolating individual point-like objects in the defocused image. Each point target response is "windowed", circular shifted to the center of the image, and Fourier transformed to obtain data in the aperture domain, or range-compressed domain, i.e., the domain in which the data are compressed in range but dispersed in the cross range dimension. The aperture domain sequence constructed from a particular target r e sponse consists of a complex constant corresponding to the chosen target, multiplied by a complex exponential involving the phase error function. is also present as a result of the clutter captured in the window.) Since all point targets selected are produced by the same synthetic aperture in the spotlight mode collection process, they all are corrupted by exactly the same phase error. An estimate of the common phase function can be constructed by appropriately averaging aperture data from a collection of targets. Actually, first differences of phase from pulse to pulse across the aperture are first estimated as a necessary step in dealing with the unknown complex values associated with each target (the ai's in Figure 1 ). The computed phase differences are then summed over the ensemble of targets and integrated across the aperture to produce an estimate of the phase error function. The estimated phase function is removed from the aperture data by conjugate multiplication, and the sequence of algorithmic steps is repeated iteratively until some convergence criterion (e.g., sufficiently small level of rms phase error removed on an iteration) is achieved.
PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS FOR STRIP MAP SAR
A conventional development of strip-map SAR views each point target in the image as having arisen from a certain linear FM chirp response in the range-compressed data. The cross-range compression step in forming an image is accomplished by convolution with a corresponding (conjugate) chirp sequence. (The equivalent step in spotlight mode is accomplished via Fourier transformation.) This suggests that in order to obtain aperture domain data suitable for a phase estimation procedure similar to PGA, each point target response in the image domain should be isolated, windowed, and convolved with the proper (inverse) FM chirp. This effectively reconstructs the original range-compressed data from which the target image was produced (along with noise arising from the clutter included in the window). Multiplication by the known conjugate chirp values at each position then yields an aperture sequence consisting of a targetdependent complex constant, multiplied by the complex exponential associated with the phase error, spanning the particular set of pulses involved in imaging that target. A collection of selected targets produces a set of displaced apertures in the range compressed domain, each of which reveals a particular segment of the phase error function, as depicted in the lower diagram of Figure 1 .
In practice, the aperture domain data used for phase executed for three iterations. The resulting corrected imerror estimation can be computed much more efficiently age is shown in Figure 4 . A nearly perfect restoration is than by actually performing the chirp convolution proce-achieved. This is confirmed by the dotted plot of Figure dure described above. This is a consequence of a theorem 2, which shows how favorably the estimated phase error stating that the chirp deconvolution involved in stripmap function compares to the one which was actually applied. processing is equivalent to a conjugate chirp multiplication followed by Fourier transformation centered on the ACKNOWLEDGMENT target. (A sequel to this paper will detail this develop ment.1 AS a the stripmap autofocus Procedure may be implemented with s t e p very similar to the spotlight mode PGA algorithm. The main difference is that the individual target apertures are positioned in the range corgpressed domain corresponding to the locations of the, targets in the image domain.
Finally, there is a difference in the way in which the phase data in the range compressed domain must be p r e cessed in the stripmap algorithm, as oppased to the spotlight case. The reason is that the target aperture signala formed as described above (either by chirp convolution or by Fourier transformation) fail to reconstruct any linear component of phase error that may be present in the corresponding segment of SAR data. (A linear phase component will have shifted the target in the image, but otherwise will be undetectable.) This is of no consequence in the spotlight mode case where the individual target apertures coincide, but it createa a problem in the stripmap case in which tho apertures are o&t from each other. (See Figure 1 .) The result is that partially overlapping apertures that span different segments of the phase error function, with potentially different local linear components, will not necesearily exhibit the same phase gradients in the region of overlap. The curvature (second derivative) of the phase function will, however, coincide for all target apertures that overlap a certain point in the collection and may be used as the basis for coherent averaging. Thus the stripmap autofocus algorithm computes second dafennces in phase, averages across the appropriate target apertures, and performs a doable integration to produce an estimate of the phase error function. Iteration is again used to improve the estimate.
IV. PERFORMANCE ON REAL SAR IMAGERY
The new algorithm for stripmap autofocus can be tested effectively by applying known phase errors to wellfocused SAR imagery, and subsequently attempting to remove these errore. An artificially corrupted image was created by applying the phase error function represented by the solid curve of Figure 2 to a real SAR image. The result, shown in Figure 3 , waa obtained by azimuthal decompression of a well-focused image (using the appropriate c h i p convolution), multiplication by the phaee error function, followed by azimuthal compreseion (again using chirp convolution). The phase error estimation / correction procedure deacribed in sections 11 and I11 w a then 
